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ABSTRACT—Application of text mining procedures on
social networking sites can extra reveal results regarding
human pondering patterns group identification and
suggestion and likewise opinion about any specified issues
of pursuits. Many researches labeled emotions into 2
categories that positive and negative. Consequently this
excludes twitter's users different general feelings like
anger, sad, disguist and surprise. It is noticed that those
present strategies of emotion prediction in text do not
mainly target the datasets in social networking websites
and they rarely point out the preprocessing segment that's
primary to simplify the text mining procedure. In this
paper,the
mentioned
dis-advantages
are
being
resolved.This is mainly focusing on six different
emotions,they are happy, sad, surprise, disguist,angry and
fear. Classification is mainly done in three phases (text
collection, preprocessing and processing). Steps performed
in the preprocessing section had been case folding,
cleaning, discontinue-word elimination, emoticons
conversion, negation conversion, and tokenization. Within
the processing phase, it carried out weighting and
classification utilising the Naive Bayes algorithm.The
datasets size is also increased and the prediction of
emotions are more accurate.
Key words—Text mining, Emotion detection, Naïve
Bayes method, Preprocessing, Processing, Datasets.
I.

contain maximum of 140 letter [1] These tweets
have many hidden emotions.A written tweets
have more than one emotion or may not have any
emotion.In this paper, the tweets are collected
and some methods are applied to classify the
emotions.
a)Text Mining:
Text mining, additionally known as textual
content data mining, roughly similar to text
analytics, is the approach of deriving important
and uesful data from large data. High quality data
is most commonly derived through the devising
of pattern corresponding to statistical pattern
studying. Text mining more commonly entails
the method of structuring the enter text, deriving
patterns within the structured information, and
ultimately analysis and interpretation of the
output. High quality in text mining refers to a
combinations of relevance, novelty, and
interestingness[3]. Common text mining have
methods like textual content categorization,
textual content clustering, thought/entity
extraction, construction of granular taxonomies,
sentiment evaluation, report summarization, and
entity relation modeling.

INTRODUCTION

Social networking web pages like twitter and facebook
create enormous possibilities for users to be in contact with
one yet another while not having to worry about variations
in moral and social values. Additionally they allow mutual
studying and sharing of useful competencies with no regard
to geographical distance time barrier and language talents.
Users thus become a member and engage in more than a
few communities and discussions corporations that great
suit their wants.
Twitter has atleast millions users and tweets
posted in its web page everyday.Tweets are written
messages in the form of texts that have many opinions,
expressions and feelings of users.Information in Twitter’s
web site is unstructured because users don't care about
Spelling and grammatical mistakes when they are posting
their tweets.This is difficult to identify the emotions from
the unstructured data. The every tweet posted by user may
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Figure1: Text Mining
II. PROPOSE SYSTEM
Text mining application is used to discover
twitter users feelings. Software of text mining
system on social networking web sites can extra
reveal the human pondering patterns.Text mining
is used to overcome this suitation as its supplies
computational intelligence. A text mining
software of emotion classification of twitter’s
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users which will predict the twitter users emotions involves
six types of feelings. Emotions of Twitter's users which can
be classified into six emotions, particularly happy, sad,
anger, disgust, fear, and surprise[11][13].
Three important phases of the text mining utilized
on this application had been text collection, preprocessing,
and
processing. Activities carried out within the
preprocessing section had been case folding, cleaning, stopword removal, emoticons conversion, negation conversion,
and tokenization to the learning information and the test
data established on the sentiment analysis that carried out
morphological evaluation to construct a number of models.
Within the processing section, it performed weighting and
classification utilizing the Naive Bayes algorithm.Text
mining application makes use of Naive Bayesian methods
which is used to foretell the twitter person feelings[9].
It could actually extract the data from twitter site
which is unstructured, tremendous and dynamic.To
organize the accrued knowledge into pre-outlined
categories that can be used for performing text analysis by
way of preprocessing. Assemble the compatible units
centered on the information set through processing. Then
validate the emotions of tweets within the information set.
III. EMOTIONS
The categorization of emotions has often been
studied from two principal techniques: basic emotions and
core influence.
1. Basic Emotions:
Basic emotion theorists think that people have a
small set of normal feelings, that are discrete [20]. More
than a few researchers have attempted to establish a number
of general emotions which are universal amongst all people
and vary one from an additional in important ways. A
trendy example is a go-cultural study of 1972 by means of
Paul Ekman and his colleagues, where they concluded that
the six common emotions are anger, disgust, fear, happy,
sad, and surprise[17].
2. Core Affect Model:
Core influence model of emotion characterizes
human feelings by defining their positions along two or
three dimensions. That's, most dimensional units
incorporate valence and arousal dimensions[20].
a)Emotion Analysis in Text:
Effort for emotion evaluation on Twitter
knowledge entire by Bollen and his colleagues . They tried
to find a relationship between overall public mood and
social, fiscal and other principal pursuits[14]. They
extracted six dimensions of mood (anxiety, depression,
anger, vigor, fa- tigue, confusion) utilizing an multiplied
variant of POMS (pro- file of temper States), a
psychometric instrument. They located that social, political,
cultural and fiscal pursuits have a enormous, and immediate
outcomes on the various dimensions of public mood[15].
IV. STOPWORDS
Discontinue phrases are on the whole probably the most
ordinary phrases together with articles (a, an, the),
auxiliary verbs (be, am, is, are), prepositions (in, on, of,
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at), conjunctions (and, or, nor, when, even as),
and it record together with bad verbs (now
not, is just not, does now not, don't, must now
not, and many others.), auxiliary verbs (be,
am, is, are), prepositions (in, on, of, at).In
addition, we changed the phrase ―very‖ with
blank and the word ―clean no longer clean‖ is
replaced via ―clean not‖. That do not provide
additional growth for engines like google
however
broaden
the
computational
complexity by means of growing the size of
the dictionary[16].
Example:
For instance, ―i'm happy.‖ => ―i'm happy.‖
=> ―i'm happy.‖
―i'm not very happy.‖ => ―i'm not happy.‖ =>
―i'mNOThappy.‖
In this example the phrase ―happy‖ and
―not happy‖ is used to create new words
―happy‖ and ―NOThappy‖. On this means, we
are able to discriminate the phrase ―happy‖
having positive meaning and it is classified as
the word belongs to happy class. In the
identical means, the new phrase ―NOThappy‖
has a negative meaning and it is classified as
the word belongs to sad class.
V. ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of proposed system is
shown in figure 2. This paper makes use of
machine learning based methodologies for
predicting the emotins of twitter's users.Tweets
are collected from the Twitter API. The words
had been extracted and saved in a feature
vector.The text is collected from the tweets and
divided into 2 sets.They are training set and
testing set.From these sets the feature are
extracted from each and every word respectively.
From the sets the features are extractes and
stored.And also naïve bayes methods are being
implemented[5].
Naive Bayes does not recollect the
relationships between aspects equivalent to
emotional keyword phrases and emoticons. This
is best for sentiment analysis as regularly these
facets do not invariably relate to one an
additional corresponding to in the use of a smiley
emoticon on the finish of a negative
tweet[20].The features extracted are based on the
techniques applied in the preprocessing
phase.The Naive Bayes methods will classify the
emotions present in the tweets.
Both training and testing sets are important
for the classification of emotions.The classified
emotions are then label whether it belongs to
happy or sad or anger or disguist or fear or
suprise.
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Figure 2: Architecture
VI. PHASES IN THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Text mining Application makes use of three main
phases which is used to classify the emotions. The
Phases are:
•
Text Collection
•
Preprocessing
•
Processing

(c) Processing
For classifying the tweets in this paper
we're using Naive Bayes algorithm in
preprocessing
section.
Naive
Bayes
classification on each tweet represented in a
pair of attributes.They are training set and
testing set.From these sets the feature are
extracted from each and every word
respectively. From the sets the features are
extractes and stored.And also naïve bayes
methods
are
being
implemented.This
algorithm is for sentiment analysis as
commonly these facets don't invariably relate
to at least one an extra similar to in using a
smiley emoticon on the finish of a poor tweet.
Naive Bayes classifier for classification which
is a machine learning algorithm is then utilized
to the model classifier and a label is produced
[1][2].
The Naïve Bayes procedure for
classification is in most cases utilized in text
classification as a result of its pace and ease. It
makes the belief that phraseare generated
independently of word position. The classifier
then returns the category with the best chance
giventherecord.

(a) Text Collection
Text collected is completed using the streaming
API. Twitter Search with extra filters based on username
and key words. We colleting the tweets from twitter_site
either by means of utilising the username [1].And then
performing the preprocessing segment and after
elimination of all stop phrases we colleted the
preprocessed tweets again.These tweets are being used
and in addition some systems like naïve bayes approach
is implemented.And sooner or later emotions are
categorized[6][7].
(b) Preprocessing
In this preprocessing phase,the techniques used are
case folding, stop word elimination, emoticons
conversion, tokenization, Conversion to slash case,
Removing URL, Eliminating mention from the tweets,
Delete a character other than a to z, etc.And there some
alogrithm for these above mentioned techniques such as
porter stemmer algorithm,etc[3].

Figure 3: Tweet collection and Preprocessed tweets
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Figure 4: Naive Bayes method
VII. GENERAL APPROACH TO NAÏVE
BAYES METHOD
In the textual content classification literature,
two specific units established on the naïve
Bayes assumption have been proposed: the
multinomial mannequin and the multivariate
Bernoulli mannequin . In this paper we have
applied the multinomial model. The
multinomial model specifies that a document
be represented through the frequencies of time
period within the record by means of
representing a record with the bag of
words[2][4].
The records in every category can then be
modeled as samples drawn from a multinomial
word distribution. Thus, the conditional
likelihood of a file given a class is effortlessly
a manufactured from the chance of every
found phrase within the corresponding class.
Fig1 shows the final process for constructing a
Naïve Bayes Classification algorithm[8].
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mining software to discover emotions of Twitter
customers which can be classified into six
emotions, specifically happiness, sad, anger,
disgust, fear, and shock. This paper can get 75 %
accuracy which used to be observed on the one
hundred fifty tweets.
X. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

Figure 5: General Approach to naïve bayes method

VIII.

REFERRANCES:

RESULTS

This is the result obtained after preprocessing and
processing phases are applied and in figure 5 the actual
tweet is ― I am proud of you. I was in a state of joy and
shock with your results‖. After preprocessing phase is
completed the tweet contain only proud, joy, shock,
results.Where tweet consists of two happy words and one
fear word,the tweet is considered as ―happy‖.

Figure 6: Emotion predicted in the tweet
IX. CONCLUSION
Digital textual documents are particularly got from
the social websites. Huge numbers of technologies are
developed for the extraction of meaningful knowledge from
enormous collections of textual data utilising extraordinary
textual content mining tactics[12]. However, textual
content pre-processing becomes more challenging when the
textual understanding shouldn't be structured in line with
the grammatical conference. This overview presents a
thorough figuring out of specific textual content classifiers
in the social networking internet sites. From our evaluate
we concluded that specific algorithms perform differently
depending on information collections [2][16]. The text
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There are several possible instructional
materials for future study on this field.
Essentially the most promising one we believe is
a model where in more security is furnished to
the end users information and the passwords are
saved in encrypted format. And this can be
applied to other sectors like agriculture
based,etc.And likewise dataset dimension should
be elevated and by using increasing the
dimensions, the accuracy of the prediction
additionally will also be increased[18][19].And
in addition voice based software can also be
completed
with
the
aid
of
mining
inspiration.Other types of algorithm and
techniques can implemented in the text mining
phases.
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